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We introduce a basis of counting functions that, by cleanly tessellating three dimensional space,
allows real space number counting Jastrow factors to be straightforwardly applied to general molec-
ular situations. By exerting direct control over electron populations in local regions of space and
encoding pairwise correlations between these populations, these Jastrow factors allow even very
simple reference wave functions to adopt nodal surfaces well suited to many strongly correlated
settings. Being trivially compatible with traditional Jastrow factors and diffusion Monte Carlo and
having the same cubic per-sample cost scaling as a single determinant trial function, these Jastrow
factors thus offer a powerful new route to the simultaneous capture of weak and strong electron cor-
relation effects in a wide variety of molecular and materials settings. In multiple strongly correlated
molecular examples, we show that even when paired with the simplest possible single determinant
reference, these Jastrow factors allow quantum Monte Carlo to out-perform coupled cluster theory
and approach the accuracy of traditional multi-reference methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Characterizing novel strongly-correlated systems re-
quires an accurate description of the electronic wavefunc-
tion. Traditionally, this is achieved by adding correla-
tions to a minimally-correlated mean-field reference1,2.
It is often useful to divide these correlations into two
distinct classes – strong (static) and weak (dynamic)3 –
based on their relative magnitudes and impact on the
accuracy of the reference wavefunction. This dichotomy
is not well-defined, but it is useful in limiting cases, as
each class describes effects that arise in different phys-
ical limits. As different types of these correlation ef-
fects take on distinct mathematical forms, they are often
treated using distinct theoretical methods. A quantita-
tive method must consider both to a high accuracy, a
task that sharply grows in difficulty with the complexity
and size of the system.
These corrections introduce statistical correlations be-
tween individual electrons within a many-body reference
wavefunction. Static or strong correlations are those that
require large, qualitative corrections to a mean-field state
to effectively describe, and manifest in chemical systems
as stretched or broken bonds. By contrast, weak or dy-
namic correlations are those that give rise to more sub-
tle effects like particle coalescence cusps4–6 and van der
Waals interactions7, and are often described by pertur-
bative or explicitly correlated1,8 methods. Without addi-
tional approximations, combining methods individually
well-suited for different classes of correlations can lead
to prohibitive computational costs that are much greater
than the cost of the components. As a result, theoretical
methods in quantum chemistry still struggle to capture
important contributions from both types of correlations
simultaneously in complex systems while remaining com-
putationally tractable9–12.
In Fock space, static correlation is often treated us-
ing active-space methods13–15, and involves optimizing
the energy of a wavefunction restricted to a subspace of
configurations generated from orbitals within a limited
energy window. In this subspace, the number of config-
urations scales combinatorially with the number of elec-
trons and orbitals, and in cases where highly degenerate
patterns of orbitals emerge, even the size of this active
space becomes impractical. Although great progress has
been made in addressing this challenge by DMRG11,16–20,
selective CI20–26, and FCIQMC27–29, it remains difficult
to go beyond 40 active orbitals due to the exponential
asymptotic scaling that these methods all possess.
Dynamic correlation is typically captured using per-
turbation theory2. These corrections are vital for accu-
racy, as they capture details such as wavefunction cusps4
and van der Waals correlations7. However, the cost of in-
cluding these corrections scales both with the system size
and the size of the already-complex active-space wave-
function, and so in practice, adding dynamic correlation
effects on top of aggressive static correlation treatments
remains quite challenging. For example, in approaches
like CASPT230, the cost of perturbatively adding dy-
namic correlation to a CAS reference scales as the sixth
power of the size of the active space. As a result, it re-
mains interesting to look for approaches that incorporate
static and dynamic correlation at low-order polynomial
cost, even if they may be more approximate than other
post-CAS methods.
By contrast, real-space wavefunctions offer a num-
ber of powerful advantages when attempting to capture
both types of correlation simultaneously. For instance,
the Slater-Jastrow wavefunction6 is natively attuned to
wavefunction cusps and can exactly express them using a
small set of variational parameters. The Jastrow factor,
a symmetric many-body multiplicative factor, is respon-
sible for this compact description, as electron-electron
cusps are naturally described using the relative particle
coordinates available to its explicit position-space repre-
sentation. This is in stark contrast to Fock space, where
cusps may not have an exact representation and where an
equivalent factor would require a lengthy enumeration of
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2corrections1,8. This choice between real-space and Fock
space wavefunctions matters, as concise descriptions of
particle correlations may appear only within a partic-
ular representation. Those acquainted with real-space
Monte Carlo6 techniques might argue that projector-
based methods such as Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC)
obviate the explicit formulation of every detail of corre-
lation, a powerful advantage not enjoyed by many ad-
vanced Fock space methods. However, these methods
rely on the accuracy of the wavefunction’s nodal surface,
which, though determined exclusively by the wavefunc-
tion’s antisymmetric components, is nonetheless coupled
to the symmetric Jastrow factor.
There have been efforts to expand the scope of Jastrow
factors beyond particle cusp by writing three-body and
four-body correlation terms using higher-order functions
of interparticle coordinates31–34 or a standard atomic or-
bital basis35–42. Although the hydrogenic functions used
in this expansion have proven successful building blocks
for these sophisticated Jastrow factors, they have some
formal shortcomings that makes the exploration of alter-
natives worthwhile, especially in the context of strong
correlation. For example, enacting local projections on
electron number, which can be useful when treating static
correlation, requires a very large basis of hydrogenic func-
tions due to the fact that the basis elements have non-
zero curvature near their centers. As number projections
can help break chemical bonds43, a Jastrow basis that
cleanly accommodates them hold promise as a way to
compactly encode some static correlation in a way that
complements existing Jastrow factors.
In contrast to most standard methods, where a wave-
function is constructed through a hierarchy of additive
corrections, projection factors remove high-energy com-
ponents already present in a reference state. Number
projections are particularly suited to stenciling out these
high-energy components from compact functional forms
which contain an overabundance of spurious ionic config-
urations, such as the antisymmeterized geminal power
(AGP) wavefunction44. Application of a Gutzwiller-
style45 number projection factor has been shown to suc-
cessfully restore size consistency to the AGP46, a feat
which would otherwise require an exponential number of
individual additive corrections.
We have recently shown47 that Jastrow factors with a
basis of sigmoidal “counting functions” – real space func-
tions which seek to mimic Fock space number operators
– successfully perform this number projection when ap-
plied to single-determinant reference wavefunctions. Not
only are these factors trivially compatible with existing
Jastrow formulations that help treat dynamic correla-
tion, but their ability to projectively encode static corre-
lations may also help mitigate the size of multi-reference
determinantal expansions needed to achieve accurate pre-
dictions. However, the real-space counting functions we
used previously were constructed in an ad hoc way, and
were not straightforwardly extensible to general chemical
systems.
TABLE I. Key for mathematical notation.
Symbol Description
ne Number of electrons
nC Number of counting functions
i, j, . . . Particle index
I, J, . . . Counting region index
α, β, . . . Atomic index
a, b, . . . Molecular orbital index
ri Single particle position, ∈ R3
{ri} Particle configuration, ∈ R3ne
NI Region population
FIJ ,GI Population correlation coefficients
CI Counting function
RI Counting region, ⊂ R3
∂RI Boundary of RI
VI Voronoi region, ⊂ R3
CI/J Pairwise counting function
RI/J Pairwise counting region
VI/J Pairwise Voronoi region
gI Anchor gaussian
n Normal vector
µ Mean vector
ρI(N) Population density of RI
In this paper, we present a Number counting Jastrow
Factor that is capable of number projection using a basis
of automatically-constructed counting functions. These
counting functions partition space into disjoint regions
and tally the total electron count within each, and pairs
of the resulting populations are correlated in an exponen-
tial Jastrow factor. The functional form chosen for these
counting functions provides them both with the flexibility
to adopt complex, quadratic shapes and the simple for-
mal properties that permit the creation of near-arbitrary
spatial divisions. We provide two straightforward and au-
tomatic generation schemes for these counting functions
which can be used to partition space into either spherical
sections or polyhedral cells. These Jastrow factors were
tested by applying them to single-determinant reference
wavefunctions in several strongly correlated systems and
exhibit surprising accuracy despite the simplicity of the
reference state. In the future, these Jastrows may be
combined with more sophisticated fermionic components
such as multi-Slater expansions or geminal power wave-
functions, but in this study we restrict ourselves to pair-
ing them with a single determinant in order to explore
just how far they can take us towards polynomial-cost
static correlation on their own.
II. THEORY
A. Review
Number counting Jastrow Factors, or counting Jas-
trows, are symmetric many-body factors defined in terms
3of region populations NI and linear coefficients FIJ ,GI :
eJC = exp
(∑
IJ
FIJNINJ +
∑
I
GINI
)
(1)
Each region population NI estimates the total electron
population in a spatial region RI for each particle con-
figuration. Counting Jastrow factors are able to perform
particle-number projections between these regions which
can be directly seen by transforming the region popula-
tions {NI} to the basis that diagonalizes F :
eJC = exp
(∑
I
DII
(
PI − N˜I
)2)
, F = UDUT (2)
When DII is negative, particle configurations are sup-
pressed when the transformed region populations N˜I de-
viate from the prescribed population PI , similar to per-
forming a Hilbert space number projection43,46. Region
populations are calculated using a set of real-space single-
particle counting functions {CI} which are designed to
behave like indicator functions over the counting regions
{RI}:
CI(r) ≈
{
1 r ∈ RI
0 r 6∈ RI (3)
As these functions are contained within the Jastrow
factor, we must continuously approximate this discrete
switch at the counting region boundary to prevent sin-
gularities from appearing in the wavefunction gradient.
Each population is determined by summing the counting
function values evaluated at each particle coordinate ri:
NI =
∑
i
CI(ri) (4)
The primary focus of this section is to detail a simple
and flexible functional form for these counting functions
with well-characterized counting regions that can be au-
tomatically constructed in a fully ab initio way.
We had previously47 used simple counting functions of
the form:
C(r) =
1
1 + exp (αf(r))
(5)
which is a sigmoidal function with an inflection point
at the zeros of f , at which it attains a maximum slope
proportional to α. In the infinite slope limit, we can
directly relate this to equation 3:
lim
α→∞
1
1 + exp (αf(r))
=
 1 f(r) < 01/2 f(r) = 00 f(r) > 0 (6)
and we find that the counting regions are totally deter-
mined by the sign-structure of the function f :
R = {r : f(r) < 0} (7)
The counting region boundary – which we will refer to
as the switching surface, denoted ∂R – is the set of zeros
of f or, equivalently, when the counting function attains
the intermediate value of one-half:
∂R = {r : f(r) = 0} = {r : C(r) = 1/2} (8)
By implicitly defining the switching surface through the
zeros of f , we avoid committing it to any particular shape
or topology. This approach is general and flexible, and
mirrors techniques used in level set methods used to de-
scribe and propagate interfaces in fluid dynamics, com-
putational geometry, and material science48.
With this analysis in place, we start by looking at
switching surfaces that emerge from simple functional
forms of f . When f is a linear form:
fl(r) = −n · (r−µ), Cl = 1
1 + exp (−n · (r − µ)) (9)
The switching surface is a plane centered at µ and normal
to n. Likewise, when f is a quadratic form:
fq(r) = (r − µ)TA(r − µ)−K,
Cq =
1
1 + exp
(
K
(
(r − µ)T A (r − µ)− 1
)) (10)
the switching surface adopts a spherical, ellipsoid,
paraboloid, or hyperboloid shape, depending on the sign-
structure of the eigenvalues of A, centered at the point
µ. Labeled examples of each of these counting functions
are illustrated in figures 1 and 2, and we will often re-
fer to counting functions by the shape of their switching
surface.
We have shown that a pair of properly placed planar
counting functions equip the counting Jastrow with the
ability to project out ionic terms in a molecular dissoci-
ation process47. However, this relies on an ad hoc place-
ment of the counting functions across the bond-axis, and
immediately runs into problems if na¨ıvely generalized.
The gradient and Laplacian of the counting Jastrow ex-
ponent JC attain extreme values near the switching sur-
face, and when the switching surface overlaps with the
wavefunction reference orbitals, these terms can easily
heighten the kinetic energy of the wavefunction:
〈eJCψ|Tˆ |eJCψ〉
= −1
2
∫
|eJCψ|2
[
∇2JC + |∇J |2 + 2∇JC · ∇ψ
ψ
+
∇2ψ
ψ
]
d {ri} (11)
Kinetic energy introduced by these terms is not neces-
sarily unphysical, as the electronic ground state performs
4FIG. 1. A graph of a three-dimensional planar counting func-
tion (equation 9) projected into the x-y plane. The counting
region R is indicated in orange and the boundary ∂R as a red
line. The boundary is the plane normal to n that intersects
the point µ and is the space where the counting function value
equals 1/2.
FIG. 2. A graph of a three-dimensional ellipsoidal counting
function projected into the x-y plane. The counting region R
is indicated in orange and the boundary ∂R is indicated as a
red line. The boundary is the ellipse centered at µ with axis
length and directions given by the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of A−1/2 respectively and the space where the counting
function value equals 1/2.
a balancing act between kinetic and potential energy in
which the counting Jastrow may freely participate. How-
ever, simply bisecting every chemical bond with a pair of
planar counting functions in even trivial chemical sys-
tems can accidentally place the switching surface on top
of a distant atom, as shown in figure 3. In many of these
cases, it is easy to imagine modifying the counting region
boundary to just avoid the distant nuclear center while
making only a small change to the counting region itself,
ultimately lowering the kinetic energy of the wavefunc-
FIG. 3. In a na¨ıve generalization to a simple two-fragment
system, we place a pair of planar counting functions bisecting
each bond axis back-to-back. Shown is an isosceles arrange-
ment of atoms (black circles) with a pair of planar counting
functions bisecting the base of the triangle. The counting
regions are indicated by blue and red regions and the switch-
ing surface by the black line. The switching surface inter-
sects the atom at the top vertex, and introduces a kinetic
energy cost that limits particle-number projections between
electronic populations of the atoms at the base.
FIG. 4. An illustration of a set of ellipsoidal regions (indicated
by the shaded regions) centered at atomic positions indicated
by the black circles. Spherically packing counting functions
always produces an incomplete tiling of space, leaving sig-
nificant curvature at the void boundary. Due to the curved
boundary of the counting regions, the interface between neigh-
boring counting regions is very narrow, making it impossible
for particles to travel between them without encountering this
void curvature and incurring a kinetic energy cost to prospec-
tive number projections. As the curvature from neighboring
regions does not cancel out in simple linear combinations, at-
tempting number projections between multi-atom fragments
using linear combinations of counting functions will encounter
this kinetic energy cost as well.
tion with little to no tradeoff in potential energy. As a
result, the number projecting action of the counting Jas-
trow is limited by the uncontrolled overlap between these
planar switching surfaces and distant reference orbitals in
this hypothetical scheme.
Thinking instead that finite, enclosed boundaries won’t
encounter this problem, we attempted to generalize this
basis by placing a single spherical counting function
around each atom, like in figure 4. However, as shown
in figures 5 and 6, when stretching ethene symmetrically
5FIG. 5. Schematic of the counting regions as a function of
the scanning coordinate used in figure 6. Single-point VMC
energy calculations were performed for ethene with a distance
of 5 A˚ between carbon atoms as a function of the counting
region scale factor L, indicated in the figure, where the pair
of ellipsoidal counting regions were set to touch at the bond
midpoint. The number projection was performed using F
matrix parameters optimal for a pair of bond-bisecting planar
counting functions.
across the central double bond, we were unable to find
an ellipsoidal counting function basis which improved the
variational energy of a CJS wavefunction relative to one
that used a pair of planes to bisect the chemical bond.
Of course, the fundamental mathematical reason for this
failure is the same: the switching surface of the ellip-
soidal regions overlap with reference orbitals and limit
the scope of variationally favorable number projections.
In this case, the overlap originates from the incomplete
spatial packing of the spherical switching surfaces which
produce void regions that permeate a significant fraction
of space, greatly restricting number projections from the
counting Jastrow no matter how these ellipsoidal regions
are placed.
B. Normalized Counting Functions
The collective pathologies of these schemes suggest
that an improved counting function basis will have the
following attributes:
1. Localizability : regions permit finite boundaries.
2. Completeness: regions completely tile space.
3. Clean Additivity : summation seamlessly combines
counting functions.
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FIG. 6. Plot of potential, kinetic, and total VMC energies
for ethene using a CJS wavefunction with a counting function
basis of scaled ellipses, shown in figure 5 relative to VMC en-
ergies of a CJS wavefunction using a pair of bond-bisecting
counting functions. Scale factor values that correspond to an
intersection of the ellipsoidal switching surfaces with atomic
centers are indicated by the labeled vertical lines. As the ellip-
soidal regions completely encompass each fragment, the pro-
jecting action of the ellipsoid counting functions approaches
that of planar counting functions. At no point do the atom-
centered ellipsoidal counting functions improve the total vari-
ational energy of the CJS wavefunction relative to the planar
CJS benchmark indicated by the horizontal line.
In this study, we look at counting functions of the form:
CI(r) =
gI(r)∑
J
gJ(r)
(12)
with the three-dimensional gaussian functions gI :
gI(r) = exp
(
rTAIr − 2BTI r +KI
)
= exp
(
(r − µI)TAI(r − µI) + K˜I
)
(13)
which fulfills all three of these conditions. Note that
normalized gaussian functions like this are widely used
in statistical classification algorithms such as quadratic
discriminant analysis49 and gaussian mixture models50,
which should not be too surprising, as the fundamen-
tal goal of our counting functions is to classify particles
according to their location. We will refer to counting
functions of this form as normalized counting functions
built from the anchor gaussians gI .
The relationship between the gaussian parameters
{AI ,BI ,KI} and the counting regions they produce is
not immediately clear, but upon further investigation,
we find that the behavior of a normalized counting func-
tion can be modeled by what we will call a ‘pair counting
function’ throughout most points in space. Pair counting
functions are those formed from distinct pairs of anchor
gaussians and are mathematically identical to the count-
6ing functions discussed in equation 10:
CI/J(r) =
gI(r)
gI(r) + gJ(r)
=
1
1 + gJ(r)/gI(r)
(14)
where the first element of the compound index I/J indi-
cates the index of the gaussian in the numerator. These
pair counting functions approximate normalized counting
functions for most of space in the sense that, for I 6= J :
1. CI(r) ≈ CI/J(r) when gI(r) and gJ(r) are the
largest two anchor gaussians.
2. CI(r) < CI/J(r) everywhere.
The space where the first property does not hold for any
pair of anchor gaussian is limited to neighborhoods about
space where three anchor gaussians are equal:
{r : gI(r) = gJ(r) = gK(r)} (15)
As this set is defined by two independent constraints, it
defines a one-dimensional path in space. More precisely,
since normalized counting functions are continuous, this
condition holds, to within a uniform convergence fac-
tor, except at a small neighborhood about these paths.
The size of these neighborhoods shrink as we increase
the gradient of the counting function at the switching
surface – which is easily done by uniformly scaling the
variance of all anchor gaussians – and vanishes as the
gradient diverges. These pair counting functions are still
good approximations to the boundary even at modest
gradient values, and we can treat the switching surface
of these normalized counting functions as a patchwork of
quadratic surfaces formed by the pair counting functions,
joined together at edges given by the paths in equation
15.
We define the counting regionRI as the region in which
the normalized counting function is greater than one-half:
RI = {r : CI(r) > 1/2} (16)
since the second property holds for all J 6= I, it follows
that:
CI(r) < min
J 6=I
CI/J(r) (17)
so in order for a point to be contained in RI , it must also
be contained in every pair counting region RI/J . As the
region boundaries coincide with the pair region bound-
aries to within the aforementioned convergence factor, we
conclude thatRI is well approximated as the intersection
of the pair counting regions:
RI ≈
⋂
I 6=J
RI/J (18)
to within this convergence factor. As a result, the count-
ing regions of these normalized counting functions can be
understood in terms of these pair counting functions, and
we can use them study their boundaries facet by facet.
When this analysis is accurate, which it is nearly ev-
erywhere in space, these normalized counting functions
are localizable, complete, and cleanly additive, as defined
above. First, these normalized counting functions are lo-
calizable simply because they can be bounded into finite
domains, either by a single ellipsoidal boundary or by
multiple planar boundaries. Secondly, due to the nor-
malization condition, the tiling is complete, as the entire
set of counting functions account completely for each par-
ticle at every point in space:∑
I
CI(ri) = 1 (19)
Finally, these are cleanly additive, since the pair counting
functions along the shared boundary between adjacent
regions sum to one:
CI/J(r) = 1− CJ/I(r) (20)
and the contracted counting function, given by the sum:
CI+J = CI + CJ (21)
has no seam along the shared switching surface and acts
as though its counting region is the union of the com-
ponents’ counting regions (to within some small conver-
gence factor):
RI+J ≈ RI
⋃
RJ (22)
These contractions can be exactly represented in the lin-
ear Jastrow coefficients F and G featured in equation
3, allowing variational methods to freely adjust them
to form clean region combinations – a feat that was
not always possible in the previous basis formulation.
Thus, this normalized-gaussian functional form is able
to perform number projections between composite re-
gions without creating curvature in the interior of the
contracted counting functions and unduly raising the ki-
netic energy of the wavefunction in the process.
Anchor gaussians are so named because their mean
positions serve as central anchoring points for the nor-
malized counting functions, and roughly embody their
geometric centers, as will become more evident in the
partitioning schemes that follow. The normalization con-
dition in equation 12 used to generate these counting
regions is at the heart of their convenient formal proper-
ties that allow them to automatically form regions with
highly flexible and well-characterized quadratic bound-
aries. However, this normalization condition induces re-
dundant wavefunction representations in the Jastrow pa-
rameter space, which manifest linear dependencies in the
wavefunction tangent space and cause ill-conditioned nu-
merics in variational optimization algorithms. In Ap-
pendix A, we trace the cause of these issues and describe
how to remove this undesired behavior in the context of
the Linear Method.
7III. PARTITIONING SCHEMES
A. Classical Voronoi Partitioning
In a classical Voronoi tessellation51, space is divided
into disjoint regions according to its distance from a set
of Voronoi points {vI}. Each Voronoi point maps to a
subset of space VI which is defined as the region that is
closer to that Voronoi point than any other:
VI = {r : ‖r − vI‖ < ‖r − vJ‖, for all I 6= J} (23)
Each of these Voronoi regions can be written as the in-
tersection of Voronoi regions built solely from pairs of
Voronoi points:
VI =
⋂
J 6=I
VI/J , VI/J = {r : ‖r−vI‖ < ‖r−vJ‖} (24)
The normalized counting functions described in section
II B can be parameterized to divide space in a nearly
identical way.
When the quadratic parameters AI for each anchor
gaussian in a set of normalized counting functions are
equivalent, the counting regions are equivalent to (within
some convergence factor) Voronoi regions generated from
the mean gaussian positions. For simplicity, we will look
at the case where these matrices are all equal to some
scalar multiple of the identity matrix:
AI ≡ αI (25)
With this restriction onAI , these pair counting functions
can be manipulated to adopt the general form of a planar
counting function given in equation 9:
CI/J =
1
1 + exp
[−4α (r − (µI+µJ2 )) · (µJ−µI2 )] (26)
with:
µ =
µJ + µI
2
, n =
µJ − µI
2
(27)
As a result, the pair counting region RI/J is identical
to the Voronoi regions VI/J defined above, and following
section II B, the counting regions can be written as the
intersection of the pair counting regions (to within some
convergence factor):
RI ≈
⋂
J 6=I
RI/J (28)
which echoes the Voronoi condition given in equation 23.
One immediate application of this scheme is to place
anchor gaussians such that their means coincide with
each atomic center, which generates a set of atom-
centered Voronoi counting regions. The sum of nor-
malized counting function values over electronic coordi-
nates generated in this way roughly corresponds to an
atomic population analysis performed on an individual
particle configuration. As a result, these partitions are
able to identify and remove interatomic ionic terms such
as those that appear in dissociation processes, with the
added benefit of a systematic and automated generation
scheme, unlike the simpler counting function basis used
previously.
B. Spherical Voronoi Partitioning
Spherical coordinates are a natural choice in chemical
systems due to the strong isotropic, attraction between
electrons and nuclei. Likewise, counting regions that par-
tition space into spherical sectors organically describe
correlations between electrons near the same atomic cen-
ter. One might imagine approximating this partition us-
ing the scheme described in section III A by surrounding
an atomic center with a set of anchor gaussians placed
at the vertices of a closed polyhedron. An increasingly
fine angular mesh of the resulting flat-faced Voronoi re-
gions converge to the desired spherical partition, which
could be recombined to form any angular shape using
the property of pointwise additivity described in section
II B. Though technically exact in the infinite limit, rough
constructions like this can be unwieldy and imprecise, in-
creasing either computational cost or introducing an un-
known convergence error in cases where exact spherical
boundaries would be a better choice.
As discussed in the previous section, classical Voronoi
tessellations are a natural way to partition space based
on distances from a set of predetermined points. This
Voronoi partitioning scheme may be easily adapted to
partition a spherical surface in a directly analogous way,
as depicted in figure 7. Formally, these partitions are
defined by restricting our attention to the surface of a
sphere and subdividing the surface regions according to
the Voronoi condition (equation 23) with the distance
measured by great-arcs on the spherical surface51. For-
tunately, we can generate this partition using the classical
Voronoi scheme described in the previous section by plac-
ing each anchor gaussian on the surface of this sphere, as
the planar surfaces intersect the center of the sphere and
produce the correct geodesic boundaries. As this gener-
ates only an angular partition, we will extend this scheme
into three dimensions by further subdividing this parti-
tion into radial shells. Luckily, the normalized counting
functions described in section II B can easily accommo-
date the curved radial boundaries through the quadratic
parameters AI present in the anchor gaussians.
An algorithm to generate these spherical Voronoi parti-
tions complete with explicit formulae for anchor gaussian
parameters is given in appendix B, which we summarize
here. First, we place NΩ anchor gaussians with identi-
cal quadratic parameters AI whose means µI lie on the
surface of a sphere, following the Voronoi scheme in sec-
tion III A. When these anchor gaussians are normalized
8FIG. 7. A spherical Voronoi diagram, in which the surface
of a sphere is partitioned into angular sections based on the
surface arc-length from a set of Voronoi points, indicated by
labeled black circles. A planar division between these points
in three dimensions is sufficient to produce these boundaries,
and figure 8 shows how these sectors can be further subdivided
using spherical boundaries.
FIG. 8. The angular sector in figure 7 subdivided into three
radial shells with radial boundaries at R0 and R1. Gaps be-
tween regions are shown to highlight the location of radial
boundaries. In this partitioning scheme, the other spherical
regions in figure 7 are radially subdivided in exactly the same
way.
to create normalized counting functions, the counting re-
gions take on the shape of angular sectors with bound-
aries that coincide with the spherical Voronoi diagram
generated from the means of the anchor gaussians shown
in figure 7. Second, we choose a set of NR radii along
which we will subdivide each of these angular sectors
starting from the innermost shell and successively cre-
ate spherical divisions between adjacent shells. To add
a single radial shell of counting regions, for each anchor
gaussian that lay on the current outermost shell, we place
another at the same angular coordinates with parameters
chosen such that the pair counting functions made from
these two anchor gaussians have switching surfaces on a
sphere at the prescribed radius, midway between the two
anchor gaussians. This generates a total of NΩ · (NR+ 1)
counting regions where the curvature of the radial parti-
tion is not limited by the number of angular divisions. As
depicted in figure 8, the final angular sectors subdivided
into radial shells can be visualized as radial extrusions of
the initial spherical Voronoi partition.
C. Region Composition
Both of these schemes are useful and complete and each
is most appropriate at describing correlations at different
scales in the context of molecular electronic structure.
The classical Voronoi partitioning scheme described in
section III A divides space into a set of atom-centered
Voronoi cells, naturally correlating electronic popula-
tions between different atoms. The spherical partitioning
scheme in section III B instead divides space into a set of
spherical sections and is most suited to capture correla-
tions within a single atomic shell. As we look to apply
these counting Jastrows in more complex systems, com-
bining these two approaches within a single normalized
counting function basis appears a promising way to de-
scribe correlations at both of these scales simultaneously.
In addition, subdividing existing partitions while retain-
ing the existing divisions allows us to approach the basis
set limit for these counting functions in a systematic and
chemically sensible way. In the following discussion, we
will consider a rough partition consisting of two regions,
Rα and Rβ , and a fine-grained partition {RI} which will
be used to subdivideRα, as depicted in figure 9. Our goal
is to combine the two partitions into a single normalized
counting function basis in a way that best preserves their
boundaries simultaneously.
The property of clean additivity discussed in section
II B states that simple sums of adjacent counting func-
tions act much like a single counting function over their
combined region. This suggests a natural condition when
splitting single counting function (Cα) into a set of pieces
(C
(α)
I ):
Cα(r) =
∑
I
C
(α)
I (r) (29)
9FIG. 9. Schematic depicting a composition which subdivides
a single atom-centered Voronoi region Rα into a set of regions
{R(α)I } that best match the given partition {RI}. Counting
regions are indicated by the shaded areas, atomic positions
are indicated by the red circles, and switching surfaces are
indicated by black lines. To divide space according to both
partitions simultaneously, we must determine the g
(α)
I that
match the conditions in equations 30 and 31.
In order to retain the formal properties outlined in sec-
tion II B, counting functions split in this way must be
built from a single set of anchor gaussians. Our task is
to find a set of g
(α)
I (r) that both reproduces the divisions
of the fine-grained partition internal to Rα:
C
(α)
I (r) =
g
(α)
I (r)∑
I
g
(α)
I (r) + gβ(r)
=
gI(r)∑
J
gJ(r)
(30)
and contracts to reproduce the counting function they
replace:
Cα(r) =
gα(r)
gα(r) + gβ(r)
=
∑
J
g
(α)
J (r)∑
J
g
(α)
J (r) + gβ(r)
(31)
Since the degrees of freedom we use to fulfill these
conditions are not immediately apparent, producing this
subdivision may seem either trivial or impossible. A
full explanation of how this can be done is given in ap-
pendix C, which we will summarize here by stating that
we can exactly fulfill these conditions at a single point to
second-order in a local Taylor expansion. We will use this
scheme to subdivide two atom-centered Voronoi regions
into spherical sections, and in this paper we choose to
satisfy these conditions at the midpoint of the chemical
bond. As the composite set of counting functions divides
space into both atom-centered Voronoi regions and spher-
ical subregions simultaneously, it strictly improves the
TABLE II. Jastrow exponent functional forms.
Name Symbol Functional Form
One-Body Jastrow J1
∑
iα
u1(riα)
Two-Body Jastrow J2
∑
i 6=j
u2(rij)
Orbital rotation Xˆ
∑
ab
Xabaˆ
†
aaˆb, X
† = −X
Counting Jastrow JNC
∑
ijIJ
FIJCI(ri)CJ(rj)
granularity of the counting function basis. This compo-
sition scheme thus sets up a basis to capture population
correlations between subregions while retaining the abil-
ity to enact number projections between distinct molec-
ular fragments.
IV. RESULTS
Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), open-shell Hartree
Fock (ROHF), second-order Møller-Plesset perturba-
tion theory (MP2), coupled-cluster singles and doubles
(CCSD) with perturbative triples (CCSD(T)), complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF), and mul-
tireference configuration interaction singles and doubles
with Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) calculations were
performed using GAMESS52,53 and Molpro54–64. Due
to the steep scaling of DMC calculations with atomic
number65, the helium core of carbon and oxygen and the
neon core of calcium were replaced by energy-consistent
pseudopotentials found in the Stuttgart library66,67 in all
calculations. Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) and diffu-
sion Monte Carlo (DMC) calculations6 were performed
in a modified version of QMCPACK68 and the linear
method69,70 was employed to minimize VMC energies.
We will indicate the functional form of wavefunction
ansatzes according to the Jastrow factor exponents in
table II and acronyms in table III. The CJS exponent
was initially set to zero and each TJS exponent was ini-
tially set to a minimal 10-parameter cubic basis spline
that fulfilled both electron-nuclear and electron-electron
cusp conditions. Unless otherwise indicated, orbital op-
timizations were performed after pre-optimizing the Jas-
trow variables, and all variables were optimized together
during orbital optimizations.
A. Ethene
We had previously shown47 that a pair of bipartite pla-
nar counting functions recovered the correct energy or-
dering associated with nodal surfaces between orbitally-
localized and orbitally-delocalized single-determinantal
wavefunctions of ethene dissociating symmetrically along
the carbon-carbon bond. The nearly-indistinguishable
dissociation curves obtained from FD-CJS and NG2-CJS
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TABLE III. Ansatz acronyms and their corresponding func-
tional forms. The reference wavefunction |ΨHF 〉 is a single-
determinant spin-restricted Hartree-Fock wavefunction.
Acronym Functional Form
TJS eJ1eJ2 |ΨHF 〉
CJS eJC |ΨHF 〉
CTJS eJ1eJ2eJNC |ΨHF 〉
TJS-oo eJ1eJ2eXˆ |ΨHF 〉
CJS-oo eJCeXˆ |ΨHF 〉
CTJS-oo eJCeJ1eJ2eXˆ |ΨHF 〉
ansatzes in figure 10 demonstrates the functional equiv-
alence of an explicit bipartite basis given in equation 10
and counting functions generated from appropriately pa-
rameterized carbon-centered normalized gaussians given
in equation 12. The counting functions used in each of
these wavefunctions are schematically depicted in figures
11, 12, and 13.
Using six atom-centered Voronoi counting regions built
using the scheme in section III A, and depicted in figure
12, the NG6-CJS wavefunction achieves a lower varia-
tional energy than its two-region counterpart. In the
NG6-CJS wavefunction, a contraction of the three count-
ing functions that lay on the same methylene fragment
behaves much like the counting functions in the NG2-
CJS wavefunction, as the counting function gradient and
curvature in the interior of the fragment cancels between
neighboring regions due to the property of pointwise ad-
ditivity described in section II B. Thus, the NG2-CJS
counting function basis is (nearly exactly) contained in
the space spanned by the NG6-CJS counting function
basis, and the NG6-CJS wavefunction strictly improves
upon the variational freedom present in the NG2-CJS
wavefunction. As a result, we expect that the VMC en-
ergy of the NG6-CJS wavefunction to be bounded above
by the VMC energy of the NG2-CJS wavefunction, which
we do observe in figure 10. We can directly attribute
this variational improvement to the participation of the
hydrogen-centered counting functions in the NG6-CJS
wavefunction, showing that these normalized gaussian
counting functions can easily accommodate correlations
between atoms in a single molecular fragment, a feat that
was not achievable using the previous basis scheme due to
the pathologies described in section II A. The same logic
applies as we produce increasingly granular subdivisions
of counting regions that strictly expand the span of the
linear counting function space, and doing so systemat-
ically approaches the basis set limit for these Jastrow
factors in a variational way.
B. Random Planar H4
The bipartite counting function basis in earlier
calculations47 had been set up in an ad hoc way, and
consisted of two counting functions whose collective pla-
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FIG. 10. VMC energy as a function of ethene bondlength
of CJS wavefunctions with a symmetry-adapted RHF refer-
ence using the counting function basis depicted in figures 11,
12, and 13. Fermi-Dirac style (FD) linear counting functions
(equation 9) are explicitly sigmoidal counting functions which
are equivalent to a pair of carbon-centered normalized gaus-
sians (NG2). Subdividing these counting functions into a to-
tal of six atom-centered Voronoi cells (NG6) lowers the VMC
energy. Increasing the size of the counting Jastrow basis by
instead placing ellipsoidal counting functions (eFD6) around
each atom did not consistently improve the variational energy
for reasons discussed in section II B.
FIG. 11. Illustration of the counting regions used in the
NG2-CJS and FD2-CJS wavefunctions within the plane of the
ethene molecule. Carbon and hydrogen atoms are shown as
solid black and red circles respectively. Each colored regions
corresponds to the interior of a single counting region and ap-
proximate region boundaries are indicated by the solid black
lines. Regions are generated either by explicitly construct-
ing a planar counting function (equation 9) with a switching
surface that bisects the central double bond (FD2) or by a
two-region Voronoi tessellation using the carbon centers as
Voronoi points (NG2).
nar switching surface was carefully placed to bisect a dis-
sociating chemical bond. As shown in section III A, an
atom-centered Voronoi tessellation can be easily gener-
ated using a normalized counting function basis described
in section II B by placing the anchor gaussian means at
atomic coordinates. To investigate the effectiveness of
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FIG. 12. Illustration of the counting regions used in the NG6-
CJS wavefunctions within the plane of the ethene molecule.
Regions are built using the scheme outlined in section III A
which generates a Voronoi tessellation with atomic coordi-
nates as the Voronoi points.
FIG. 13. Illustration of the counting regions used in the eFD6-
CJS wavefunctions within the plane of the ethene molecule.
Regions are chosen to be packed ellipsoids using the Fermi-
Dirac style ellipsoidal counting functions in equation 10. As
discussed in section II B, the sigmoidal switches that occur
between counting region interiors and the void regions disrupt
number projections by introducing a kinetic energy cost at the
boundary.
this automatic generation scheme under less controlled
conditions, we look at the fractional correlation energy
recovered in various wavefunctions for 94 random planar
geometries of H4, with each atomic coordinate chosen
randomly and uniformly within a 5A˚ × 5A˚ square. Ge-
ometries in which any two atoms were closer than 0.1A˚
were discarded from a total random sample of 100.
Fractional correlation energies recovered by various
methods are compared to those obtained from CCSD
in figure 14, and indicate that these counting Jastrow
factors recover a significant fraction of the total correla-
tion energy in geometries where the other single-reference
methods (TJS-oo and CCSD) struggle to do so. Addition
of the counting Jastrow notably improves the correlation
energy distribution relative to the standard TJS-oo wave-
functions across random geometries, shown in figure 15,
and consistently recovers a high fraction of correlation
energy on par with standard deterministic multireference
methods in this simple system, as shown in table IV.
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FIG. 14. Fractional correlation energies recovered by var-
ious wavefunctions plotted against the fractional correlation
energy recovered by a CCSD reference for 94 random arrange-
ments of H4 in in a 5A˚× 5A˚ plane. Correlation energy values
for the TJS-oo and CTJS-oo wavefunctions were calculated
using Variational Monte Carlo (VMC), where the absolute
stochastic error is less than 1 mEh and the average error of
fractional correlation energy is 0.2%, less than the plotted
symbol size. Calculations were performed in the cc-pVQZ
basis and all wavefunction parameters were optimized in vari-
ational calculations. CASSCF calculated were performed us-
ing a minimal (4e,4o) active space and subsequent CASPT2
and MRCI+Q calculations considered all single and double
excitations from this space. The counting regions used in
CTJS-oo wavefunctions were generated according to section
III A in an atom-centered Voronoi arrangement, and an ex-
ample counting region setup is given in figure 16. Benchmark
correlation energies were calculated by performing a three-
point (cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ) basis set extrapolation
on MRCI+Q energies71,72.
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FIG. 15. Frequency of fractional correlation energies recov-
ered by the TJS-oo and CTJS-oo wavefunctions relative to
a CCSD reference, using the data set plotted in figure 14.
Fractional correlation energies for both wavefunctions were
calculated using VMC, and the average fractional correlation
energy error is 0.2%.
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TABLE IV. Mean and variance of the fractional correlation
energies of 94 random H4 geometries using the data set in 14.
Wavefunction % Ecorr Average %Ecorr Std. Dev.
MP2 64.3% 6.1%
TJS-oo 78.6% 5.7%
CASSCF(4e,4o) 84.0% 12.5%
CCSD 87.1% 10.4%
CTJS-oo 95.0% 2.2%
CASPT2 97.0% 2.3%
We can directly measure the projective effect of these
Jastrows by plotting the density of region populations
within the many-body wavefunction:
ρI(N) =
∫
|Ψ({ri})|2 δ
(
N −
∑
i
CI(ri)
)
d{ri} (32)
The function ρI(N) is the density of electronic configu-
rations in |Ψ|2 for which the counting region RI contains
N electrons as determined by the counting function CI .
The population density of the counting function RH
in the atomic geometry shown in figure 16 is plotted in
figure 17. The value of this density function is approx-
imated in a continuous way by stochastically sampling
the wavefunction probability distribution |Ψ|2, approxi-
mating the integral in equation 32 as a sum over these
samples, and smoothing the resulting distribution using
FIG. 16. A representative random arrangement of H4 atoms
(indicated by solid red circles) and counting regions (indicated
by colored areas) in a 5A˚×5A˚ plane. The population densities
of the orange counting function RH in the lower-right of the
figure are calculated using equation 32 for several variationally
optimized wavefunctions in figure 17.
fixed-width gaussians:
ρI(N) ≈
1
ν
√
2piσ2
ν∑
{ri}∼|Ψ|2
exp
−(N −∑
i
CI(ri)
)2
/(2σ2)

(33)
The sampling procdure can be easily integrated into ex-
isting optimization techniques which rely on wavefunc-
tion derivatives because the counting function values di-
rectly correspond to the derivatives of linear counting
Jastrow coefficients:
∂J
∂GI
=
∑
i
CI(ri) (34)
Comparing the population density peak-heights be-
tween different wavefunctions reveals that the counting
Jastrow factor suppresses ionic configurations in ways
that one- and two-body Jastrow factors cannot. Ionic
configurations corresponding to the peaks at N = 0 and
N = 2 are only partially removed in the TJS wavefunc-
tion but more fully projected out in CJS wavefunctions
using a simple atom-centered Voronoi basis. Based on the
counting Jastrows’ effectiveness when applied to these
randomly generated systems, we conclude that these nor-
malized counting function basis has potential as a black-
box number projection factor in more general chemical
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FIG. 17. Sampled population density of the counting region
RH from figure 16 for various real-space wavefunctions us-
ing equation 33 with σ = 0.03. Narrow peak widths indicate
both that there is little overlap between the reference wave-
function and the counting function switching surface and that
this counting function acts much like a Fock-space number op-
erator. The single-determinant reference contains high-energy
ionic terms that are only partially removed by the one- and
two-body Jastrow factors present in a TJS-oo wavefunction
but are almost completely removed by the counting Jastrow
factor in the CJS and CTJS-oo wavefunctions.
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systems, and are primed to perform number projections
when variationally favorable.
C. Calcium Oxide
Our calculations have thus far focused on simple ex-
amples where the number projecting action of the count-
ing Jastrow is applied to remove ionic terms from a
symmetry-restricted single-reference wavefunction. A
minimal, atom-centered Voronoi basis (section III A) of
counting functions is sufficient to correctly dissociate the
hydrogen molecule, recover the correct state nodal sur-
face for ethene at dissociation47, and account for strong
correlation in randomized planar H4 geometries. How-
ever, in non-symmetric dissociation processes, fragment-
based number projection accomplishes little, as molecu-
lar orbitals tend to already localize in SCF algorithms to
avoid producing high-energy interfragment ionic terms.
Table V demonstrates this effect prominently in the dis-
sociation of molecular calcium oxide, where the 2-CJS
wavefunction containing a counting Jastrow built from a
pair of atom-centered counting functions fails to mean-
ingfully improve the wavefunction’s energy relative to the
Hartree-Fock reference.
Section II B shows how normalized counting functions
can tile space in systematic, automatic, and flexible ways
while avoiding kinetic energy problems that result from
careless placement of switching surfaces. Normalized
counting functions are built from a set of anchor gaus-
sians whose parameters can be chosen to divide space
into classical (section III A) or spherical (section III B)
Voronoi grids, and are not limited to the simple bipartite
partitions previously used. As described in section III C,
smaller grids may be embedded within a single larger grid
so that the resulting patterns of counting regions pre-
serves the structure of both grids simultaneously. Sub-
dividing atomic Voronoi regions into spherical sections
using this composition scheme gives counting Jastrows
the ability to describe population correlations within and
between atomic centers simultaneously.
Molecular calcium oxide undergoes a complex dissoci-
ation, and exhibits both a singlet-triplet crossing very
near equilibrium geometries and a valence calcium d-
orbital participating in the chemical double bond. In
order to address the complex electronic correlations dur-
ing the dissociation process, we embed a 16-region spher-
ical partition within each of two atom-centered regions.
These spherical partitions divide the space around each
of the calcium and oxygen atoms into Cartesian octants
and further into two radial shells, as depicted in figure
18. The composite counting regions very nearly meet
the conditions discussed in appendix C as the counting
functions each 16-region subdivision can be recombined
to approximately form each of the two original atom-
centered counting functions. Much like atomic orbital
exponents73, the anchor gaussian exponent parameters
are highly nonlinear – a small change in these parameters
FIG. 18. Cutaway of the counting regions used in the CaO
counting Jastrow factor. The calcium atom is indicated by
the solid blue half-sphere and the oxygen atom is indicated
by the solid red half-sphere, and the remaining colored spher-
ical sections indicate individual counting regions. Two atom-
centered regions first divide space along a plane that bisects
the bonding axis and attains a maximum slope of 1.0 Bohr−1
and are further subdivided into eight octants and two spheri-
cal shells to give a total of 32 counting regions. Only those be-
low the x-y plane are shown here. Radial boundaries of both
spherical partitions occur at a radius of 0.6 Bohr on which
pair counting functions have a maximum slope of 0.2 Bohr−1.
Angular switches divide each atomic region into eight octants,
and attain a maximum slope of 0.3 Bohr−1 across their entire
switching surface. RCa corresponds to the union of sixteen
regions that subdivide the Calcium-centered Voronoi region,
and is the focus of the population density analyses in figures
19, 20, and 21.
potentially changes multiple switching surfaces simulta-
neously – and we saw little variational benefit when opti-
mizing them alongside other wavefunction parameters in
these more complex partitions. As a result, these anchor
gaussian parameters are held fixed in order to reduce the
burden of parameter optimization and to simplify the
population density analysis performed afterward. The
geometric parameters of this spherical partition and the
gradient values across the counting functions’ switching
surfaces were chosen based on those that minimized CJS
variational energies for atomic beryllium, calcium, oxy-
gen, and nitrogen whose counting functions had the same
radial and angular divisions.
In this system, we focus our attention on the ac-
curacy of the crossing point and the energy gap be-
tween the 1Σ singlet and 3Π triplet states of calcium
oxide at bondlengths between 2A˚ and 3A˚ using a single-
determinant Jastrow-Slater wavefunction. In contrast to
the minimal, bipartite atom-centered Voronoi counting
region partition, a counting Jastrow using the more in-
tricate 32-region basis recovers a significant amount of
correlation energy at the VMC level, and meaningfully
improves both the singlet-triplet crossing point and the
RMSE of the singlet-triplet gap function, as shown in ta-
ble V. The combined effect of both cusp-correcting and
counting Jastrows in the 32-CTJS wavefunction moves
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TABLE V. Singlet-triplet crossing points, the singlet’s corre-
lation energy Ecorr in mEh at 3 A˚, and the root-mean square
error (RMSE) of the singlet-triplet gap in mEh calculated us-
ing VMC for a set of five Ca-O bondlengths at 0.25A˚ intervals
from 2A˚ to 3A˚ compared to an (8e,80) MRCI+Q reference.
Number-prefixes for CJS wavefunctions correspond to the size
of the counting function basis, and are either atom-centered
Voronoi regions (2-CJS) or set up according to the description
in figure 18 (32-CJS). Crossing points and their uncertainties
were determined by finding the roots of the singlet-triplet gap
function using a curve fit given by a three-parameter expo-
nential function a+ b exp (−cx) and were found to be largely
insensitive to the choice of fitting function. Estimates for
the crossing points of the 2-CJS wavefunctions are particu-
larly poor since, much like the bare single-determinant wave-
function, they did not exhibit a singlet-triplet crossing in the
bondlength interval studied.
Method Crossing (A˚) Ecorr Gap RMSE
2-CJS 1.87(5) 0(3) 204.4
2-CJS-oo 1.94(3) 6(3) 188.6
32-CJS 2.01(4) 360(2) 60.4
32-CJS-oo 1.994(2) 394(3) 43.4
TJS 2.02(2) 524(1) 54.5
TJS-oo 2.012(6) 546(1) 43.8
32-CTJS 2.08(1) 543(1) 49.9
32-CTJS-oo 2.081(4) 581(1) 28.7
CCSD(T) 2.32(4) 697 16.2
MRCI+Q 2.250(3) 675 N/A
the crossing point approximately 0.1A˚ further toward the
benchmark MRCI+Q crossing point near 2.25 A˚. Further
optimizing the orbitals in the 32-CTJS-oo wavefunctions
also improves the singlet-triplet gap RMSE by a mod-
est 15.1 mEh relative to the more conventional TJS-oo
wavefunction.
We again look at population density functions defined
in equation 32 to more precisely judge the number pro-
jecting effect of the counting Jastrow factor. Population
densities of the aggregate calcium-centered counting re-
gions, indicated by RCa in figure 18, are given for singlet
and triplet wavefunctions in figures 19 and 21 respec-
tively. Integrated peak areas of these population den-
sity plots – which signify the total fraction of the wave-
function that attains the indicated electronic population
in the calcium-centered region – are given in table VI.
These density functions clearly show that the counting
Jastrow factors effectively redistribute electrons between
atoms when applied to singlet reference configurations
and act most prominently when orbitals are coupled to
the counting Jastrow factor, independent of the presence
of cusp-correcting Jastrow factors. Since the two-region
partition in the 2-CJS wavefunctions showed negligible
effect on the wavefunction, we conclude that these are
taking full advantage of this fine 32-region division to in-
troduce intraatomic correlations that allow the Jastrow
to reweigh configurations based on atomic populations.
In contrast to VMC energies that are straightforwardly
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FIG. 19. Population density distribution of the aggregate
16 regions surrounding the calcium atom indicated by RCa
in figure 18 calculated using equation 33 with σ = 0.03 for
the indicated singlet wavefunctions at 3 A˚. Distributions are
rescaled to unit peak height at N = 9 and integrated peak
areas of the normalized distribution is given in table VI.
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FIG. 20. Population density distribution of the aggregate
16 regions surrounding the calcium atom indicated by RCa in
figure 18 calculated using equation 33 with σ = 0.03 for the
TJS-oo and 32-CTJS-oo singlet wavefunctions at 2.75 A˚ and
3 A˚. Distributions are rescaled to unit peak height at N = 9
and integrated peak areas of the normalized distribution is
given in table VI.
affected by the amplitudes of the trial wavefunction, Dif-
fusion Monte Carlo (DMC) energies are related to the
trial wavefunction in a more indirect way. In order to
ensure that the sampled distribution remains appropri-
ately antisymmetric while avoiding the exponential sign
problem74, DMC commonly employs the fixed-node ap-
proximation, where the fermionic nodes of a trial wave-
function restrict the Monte Carlo sampling procedure6.
In addition, due to the smaller timestep required to re-
solve the higher energy scale of core electrons, nonlocal
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TABLE VI. Peak areas for the population density peaks of the
indicated wavefunction, state symmetry, and bond distance
R, some of which are shown in figures 19 and 20, integrated
over the domain [N − 0.5, N + 0.5]. These values roughly
correspond to the fraction of the wavefunction in which the
indicated number of electrons populate the aggregate calcium-
centered region RCa shown in figure 18.
Method State R (A˚) N=8 N=9 N=10
TJS-oo 1Σ 2.75 0.202 0.589 0.204
32-CJS-oo 1Σ 2.75 0.199 0.594 0.203
32-CTJS-oo 1Σ 2.75 0.138 0.624 0.222
RHF 1Σ 3.00 0.095 0.410 0.490
32-CJS 1Σ 3.00 0.075 0.526 0.396
TJS-oo 1Σ 3.00 0.133 0.524 0.336
32-CJS-oo 1Σ 3.00 0.147 0.618 0.229
32-CTJS-oo 1Σ 3.00 0.155 0.589 0.251
RHF 3Π 3.00 0.017 0.816 0.161
32-CJS 3Π 3.00 0.023 0.816 0.155
32-TJS-oo 3Π 3.00 0.007 0.861 0.129
32-CJS-oo 3Π 3.00 0.008 0.869 0.115
32-CTJS-oo 3Π 3.00 0.004 0.875 0.120
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FIG. 21. Population density distribution of the aggregate
16 regions surrounding the calcium atom indicated by RCa in
figure 18 calculated using equation 33 with σ = 0.03 for the
indicated 3Π triplet wavefunctions at 3A˚. Distributions are
rescaled to unit peak height at N = 9 and integrated peak
areas of the normalized distribution is given in table VI.
pseudopotentials replace their explicit simulation, much
like the frozen core approximation that reduce the num-
ber of excitations considered in post-Hartree Fock meth-
ods. In DMC, these nonlocal components are evaluated
through the locality approximation75 or its variational
analogue76,77 (used here), and their accuracy directly re-
lies on the quality of trial wavefunction amplitudes rela-
tive to the projected ground state. However, the relative
magnitude of these approximations remains opaque due
to the complexity of both the many-body nodal surface
and nonlocal pseudopotential terms78, and it remains dif-
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FIG. 22. DMC singlet-triplet energy gap value for various
wavefunctions as a function of Ca-O bondlength between 2A˚
and 3A˚. Lines are a guide to the eye. The DMC timestep is
0.02 ~ Eh−1 and absolute stochastic errors are less 2 mEh and
are smaller than the plotted symbol size except for CJS and
CJS-oo wavefunctions.
ficult to differentiate or address these sources of error
directly.
The behavior of the singlet-triplet DMC energy gap,
shown in figure 22 with RMSE given in table VII, roughly
separates the real-space wavefunctions into two clus-
ters: those without optimized orbitals (TJS, 32-CJS, 32-
CTJS) and those with optimized orbitals (TJS-oo, 32-
CJS-oo, 32-CTJS-oo) Despite their disparate VMC en-
ergies (table V), those in the former cluster exhibit very
similar DMC energy gaps between 2.0 A˚ and 3.0 A˚. Since
these wavefunctions all share the same fermionic nodal
surface, this strongly suggests that that cusp-correcting
and counting Jastrow factors largely affect nonlocal pseu-
dopotential evaluation uniformly in both singlet and
triplet wavefunctions. Note that the difference in sin-
glet correlation energy between the 2-CJS and 32-CTJS
wavefunctions gives us an idea of the magnitude of the
nonlocal pseudopotential error present, as the two-region
counting Jastrow does very little to change the underly-
ing Hartree-Fock reference. At around 60 mH, this error
is surprisingly large, and yet the TJS and 32-CJS wave-
functions correct it to a similar degree (56 mH and 50
mH, respectively) and in similar ways (missing only 3
mH and 9 mH from the composite 32-CTJS result, re-
spectively) despite their very different functional forms.
By contrast, those in the latter cluster exhibit a marked
improvement in the RMSE of the singlet-triplet gap, and
as orbital rotations provide the only avenue for changing
the wavefunction’s nodal surface, it is safe to say these or-
bital rotations – through coupling to the Jastrow factors
– are responsible for improvements to the nodal surface.
All of the DMC singlet-triplet gaps roughly match the
MRCI+Q reference until the crossing point around 2.2A˚,
after which they start to deviate more strongly. For ex-
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TABLE VII. As table V, but for DMC instead of VMC.
Method Crossing (A˚) Ecorr Gap RMSE
2-CJS 2.20(3) 571(2) 22.9
2-CJS-oo 2.220(4) 569(2) 23.3
32-CJS 2.19(3) 621(1) 24.1
32-CJS-oo 2.22(5) 651(1) 4.9
TJS 2.21(1) 627(1) 23.2
TJS-oo 2.19(5) 647(1) 10.1
32-CTJS 2.19(2) 630(1) 23.6
32-CTJS-oo 2.220(1) 664(1) 4.2
CCSD(T) 2.32(3) 697 16.2
MRCI+Q 2.249(3) 675 N/A
ample, while the highly accurate single-reference Fock
space wavefunction CCSD(T) is accurate near equilib-
rium, it overestimates the crossing and starts to diverge
at longer bondlengths, producing a qualitatively incor-
rect singlet-triplet gap at stretched geometries. Inter-
estingly, the inaccuracy of the DMC gap of the TJS-oo
wavefunction at 3.0 A˚ is coincident with a stark change
in the calcium population density, shown in figure 20 and
table VI, a feature not shared by either the 32-CJS-oo or
32-CTJS-oo wavefunction. In addition, the singlet-triplet
gap of the 32-CJS-oo wavefunction and the 32-CTJS-oo
wavefunction are nearly on top of each other despite the
much higher VMC energy of the former (table V). These
observations suggest that the counting Jastrow is par-
ticularly effective at coupling to the orbital parameters
in this case, which is seemingly linked to their ability to
describe long-range population correlations missing from
cusp-correcting Jastrows.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have shown how to construct a
one-particle basis which partitions space in a complete
and natural way. These basis functions are referred to
as counting functions, and are designed to act as the
position-space equivalent of Fock-space number opera-
tors. When used as the basis in a four-body Jastrow cor-
relation factor these counting functions are able to cor-
relate electronic populations between well-characterized
counting regions. These counting functions are smooth,
sigmoidal functions that are made by normalizing a set
of three-dimensional gaussian functions and are com-
plete, localizable, and cleanly additive. We show how
this normalization condition is responsible for these at-
tractive formal properties, and how it alleviates many
of the problems posed by a real-space formulation of
a population-based projection factor. Simple sigmoidal
functions closely approximate local facets of these count-
ing regions, and the boundaries of these regions may be
clearly visualized as a patchwork of linear and quadratic
surfaces. We provide two parameterization schemes de-
signed to describe correlations in orbital populations be-
tween and within atoms that arrange counting regions
in patterns of atom-centered Voronoi cells or extruded
spherical Voronoi partitions respectively. Finally, taking
advantage of these basis functions’ clean additivity, we
show how a composition scheme can be used to subdi-
vide these counting functions in a useful way.
In simple molecular systems, these number projections,
alongside cusp-correcting Jastrows and orbital rotations,
capture nodal surface details and correlation energies be-
yond what is currently achievable using several sophisti-
cated single-reference methods. For example, in random
planar arrangements of H4, counting-Jastrow-augmented
wavefunctions consistently outperform CCSD and TJF-
oo, and on average recovers nearly as much fractional
correlation energy as multi-determinant CASPT2, and
can be optimized at a computational cost that scales
no higher than existing real-space Jastrows. For non-
symmetric dissociations, like molecular calcium oxide, a
simple pair of atom-based Voronoi counting regions are
ineffective at improving the wavefunction through the
counting Jastrow. A counting function basis that subdi-
vides each of these atom-based cells into a coarse spheri-
cal grid meaningfully improves the 32-CJS-oo variational
energies, and reduces the mean square error of the DMC
singlet-triplet gap around the crossing point by a factor
of two relative to the TJF-oo wavefunction and three rel-
ative to CCSD(T). The counting Jastrows’ number pro-
jecting action is explicitly verified by inspecting measures
of the counting region population density, and appears
to be more effective at suppressing molecular terms with
high charge-separation than standard real-space jastrow
factors in H4 and CaO.
As a multiplicative real-space factor, counting Jas-
trow factors are trivially compatible with existing real-
space wavefunctions, and have the potential to augment
them in a unique and compact way. Our present cal-
culations have used only a single-determinant reference
in an effort to demonstrate the power of these number
projecting factors in a limited setting, and future work
will explore complex references that span a larger por-
tion of the configuration space, taking full advantage of
recent advances in multi-slater expansion optimization
techniques79,80 and compact functional forms like the
antisymmeterized geminal power ansatz. The counting
Jastrow does not increase the compuational cost-scaling
of wavefunction evaluations compared to those already
within the reach of DMC in larger chemical systems (such
as TJS with ∼1000 electrons)81–83 and can be straight-
forwardly applied at scale, subject to the development of
optimization techniques84 that can efficiently handle the
growing number of variational parameters that these Jas-
trows and orbital rotations introduce. In particular, the
counting Jastrow’s efficient representation of population-
based correlations suggests application to charge-transfer
excited states and complements recent work in excited
state variational theory85. As we look toward apply-
ing these counting Jastrows in more complex systems,
the flexibility and adaptability built into this normalized
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gaussian basis will allow us to systematically construct
compact and powerful number projections and optimize
them at low-order polynomial cost.
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Appendix A: Linear Dependencies
The Linear Method69,70 is a wavefunction minimiza-
tion algorithm that begins by expanding the wavefunc-
tion into its first-order derivative, or tangent, space:
|Ψlin〉 = d0 |Ψ(p)〉+
∑
i
di |∂Ψ(p)
∂pi
〉 (A1)
As wavefunctions at an energy minimum will necessarily
have a vanishing gradient, we solve for the linear coeffi-
cients di by setting:
∇d
( 〈Ψlin|H |Ψlin〉
〈Ψlin| Ψlin〉
)
= 0 (A2)
which becomes a generalized eigenvalue equation whose
lowest-energy eigenvector is used to update the wavefunc-
tion:
H lind = ElinSlind, |Ψ(p)〉 → |Ψ(p+ d)〉 (A3)
Matrix elements are given by the expectation values of
tangent space components:
H linij =
〈
∂Ψ(p)
∂pi
∣∣∣∣H ∣∣∣∣∂Ψ(p)∂pj
〉
Slinij =
〈
∂Ψ(p)
∂pi
∣∣∣∣ ∂Ψ(p)∂pj
〉
(A4)
As often happens in numerical linear algebra, the solu-
tions to this generalized eigenvalue equation become ill-
conditioned as the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix Slin
approach zero. The numerical properties of the overlap
matrix are strongly intertwined with the basis used to
construct it, and becomes singular whenever this basis is
not linearly independent. We will show exactly how re-
dundant representations of the wavefunction in parame-
ter space lead to linear dependencies in its tangent space
basis, creating a singular overlap matrix. Though the
normalization condition is the source of many of the for-
mal benefits enjoyed by the basis introduced in section
II B, it also produces exactly this type of parameter re-
dundancy to the counting Jastrow factor. As a result,
the identification and removal of excess degrees of free-
dom is crucial to obtain numerically well-behaved linear
method equations when optimizing these counting Jas-
trow factors.
In this section, Φ represents a mapping from parameter
space to the wavefunction Hilbert space:
Φ : Rn → H (A5)
First, we will assume that this mapping is continuous,
and that there exists a continuous, nontrivial ‘equivalence
path’ p along which Φ maps to the same wavefunction to
within a normalization factor. For example, for:
〈x|Φ(a, b)〉 = exp (−abx2) (A6)
this path would be:
p(α) = ab
[
α
1/α
]
, α ∈ (0,∞) (A7)
so that:
Φ(p(1)) ≡ Φ(p(α)), for all α ∈ (0,∞) (A8)
In general, the derivative of this wavefunction mapping
with respect to the path coordinate α of any such path
is the zero vector in H:
dΦ(p(α))
dα
= lim
∆α→0
Φ(p(α+ ∆α)− Φ(p(α))
∆α
= 0 (A9)
Expanding this derivative using the multivariate chain
rule produces the linear dependency:
0 =
dΦ(p(α))
dα
=
∑
i
∂Φ(p(α))
∂pi
dpi(α)
dα
(A10)
As this linear combination is equal to the zero function,
projecting any vector in the tangent space onto it pro-
duces a value of zero:〈
∂Φ(p)
∂pk
∣∣∣∣∑
i
∂Φ(p(α))
∂pi
p′i(α)
〉
= 0 (A11)
This is equivalent to the action of the overlap matrix on
the vector p′(α):
Slinp′(α) = 0 (A12)
showing that the overlap matrix is singular. Removing
these linear dependencies can be done by identifying a
formula for the coefficients of p′(α), integrating to find
the path p(α), and restricting parameters to stop varia-
tions along the path-coordinate α. Once done, this re-
moves the offending vectors from the linear method tan-
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gent space.
Our counting Jastrow factor is given by equation 1
with a normalized counting function basis from 12 and is
written:
Φ (F ,G, {gI}) = eJC (A13)
JC =
∑
ijIJ
FIJCI(ri)CJ(rj) +
∑
iI
GICI(ri) (A14)
CI(ri) =
gI(ri)∑
J
gJ(ri)
(A15)
gI(ri) = exp
(
rTAIr − 2BTI r +KI
)
(A16)
The normalization condition in the definition of CI can
be used to directly construct these equivalence paths for
the F and G parameters. We first note that these pa-
rameter derivatives are given by:
∂Φ
∂GI
=
∑
i
CI(ri)Φ,
∂Ψ
∂FIJ
=
∑
ij
CI(ri)CJ(rj)Φ
(A17)
The sum of normalized counting function values for a
single coordinate is always one, so the sum:
∑
i
(∑
I
CI(ri)
)
= ne (A18)
is the total number of electrons ne. Consequently:∑
IJ
∂Φ
∂FIJ
− n2eΦ = 0 (A19)
∑
J
(
∂Φ
∂FIJ
+
∂Φ
∂FJI
)
− 2ne ∂Φ
∂GI
= 0 (A20)
As the zeroth-order wavefunction Φ is included in the
linear method space, these are linear dependencies in the
form of equation A10. After integrating these constant
linear coefficients, these supply us with the equivalence
paths:
p1(α) = (F + α1,G, {gI}) (A21)
p2,J(α) = (F + α(1
TeJ + e
T
J 1),G− α(2neeJ), {gI})
(A22)
with:
1
ij
= 1, 1i = 1, (ej)i = δij (A23)
We restrict variation along each of these paths by freezing
the following parameter values:
G = 0, FnC ,nC = 0, nC = rank(F ) (A24)
and omitting their parameter derivatives from the linear
method tangent space.
Multiplying each of the anchor gaussians in {gI} by a
single gaussian function g produces the same normalized
counting function basis {CI}, as this operation is equiv-
alent to multiplying the numerator and denominator of
equation 12 by g. Since multiplying two gaussian func-
tions together produces another gaussian function, this
directly gives the equivalence path:
p3(g) = (F ,G, {gI/g}) (A25)
The coefficients p′3(g) that explicitly appear in the as-
sociated linear dependencies are more complex, as they
depend on the value of gaussian parameters internal to
g. To remove these dependencies, we find an equivalent
set of anchor gaussians with ten fewer parameters by di-
viding each by a single anchor gaussian gr:
{g˜I} = {1, g2/gr, . . . , gn/gr} (A26)
and omit the parameters of gr from the linear method
space.
Appendix B: Spherical Voronoi Partitioning
Basis functions written in terms of spherical coordi-
nates are a natural choice in chemical systems, as dis-
cussed in section III B. Here we provide an algorithm that
generates counting functions that simultaneously divide
space into angular sectors and radial shells. First, we de-
fine an partition on the surface of a sphere with a set of
unit vectors µˆi. We will refer to anchor gaussians by the
pair index (j, i):
g(j,i)(r) = exp
(
−(rTA(j,i)r − 2BT(j,i)r +K(j,i))
)
(B1)
where j indexes the radial shell (in order from smallest
to largest radius) and i indexes the angular position. We
then specify the maximum slope S across switching sur-
faces set up by the angular partition, which happens to
be consistent across radial shells, and set
α = S/dmin (B2)
where dmin is the minimum Cartesian distance between
the µˆi:
dmin = min
i 6=j
|µˆi − µˆj | (B3)
This gives the following parameters for the innermost
shell of anchor gaussians:
A(0,i) = αI, B(0,i) = αµˆi, K(0,i) = α (B4)
The pair counting region boundaries between any pair
of these anchor gaussians is a plane that intersects the
center of the sphere, and partitions space into a set of
angular sectors. To further divide this partition along
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radial shells, we iteratively generate anchor gaussian pa-
rameters using those from the current outermost shell:
A(j,i) = A(j−1,i)
(
Rj − 2Sj
Rj
)
(B5)
B(j,i) = B(j−1,i) (B6)
K(j,i) = K(j−1,i) − 2SjRj (B7)
The pair counting function made from anchor gaussians
on neighboring shells has a spherical switching boundary
centered at the origin with radius Rj and with maximum
slope Sj , which may be verified by comparing to equation
10:
C(j,i),(j−1,i)(r) =
1
1 + exp
(
−2RjSj
(
r2
R2j
− 1
)) (B8)
Appendix C: Region Composition
In sections III A and III B we describe how to parti-
tion space into atom-centered Voronoi cells and spherical
Voronoi cells, and in section III C, we argue that subdi-
viding regions within a single Jastrow basis is necessary
to capture both interatomic and intraatomic population
correlations simultaneously. We do this by ‘composing’
two existing, independent sets of counting functions into
a single set while retaining the boundaries present in both
partitions simultaneously as best we can. Conditions in
equations 30 and 31 should be satisfied in this compo-
sition process and we provide a scheme that best meets
these conditions here.
We will start by considering the case shown in figure
9, which starts with a rough partition of two counting
functions (Cα and Cβ) and a set of counting functions
({CI}) that describe how Cα is to be subdivided. Our
desired result is a set of anchor gaussians {g(α)I } that,
when used to replace the anchor gaussian gα in the initial
two-region partition, generates counting functions that
reproduce the boundaries between the counting regions
RI within the region Rα:
C
(α)
I (r) =
g
(α)
I r∑
J
g
(α)
J (r) + Cβ(r)
=
gI(r)∑
J
gJ(r)
, whenever r ∈ Rα (C1)
and whose counting functions can be added together to
reproduce the counting function Cα(r) everywhere:
Cα(r) =
gα(r)
gα(r) + gβ(r)
=
∑
J
g
(α)
J (r)∑
J
g
(α)
J (r) + gβ(r)
(C2)
The first condition will be satisfied if we set:
g
(α)
I = gI(r) · gr(r) (C3)
for any gaussian function gr(r), since the boundaries be-
tween the counting regions of C
(α)
I are characterized by
the pair counting functions:
C
(α)
I/J(r) =
g
(α)
I (r)∑
J
g
(α)
J (r)
=
gI(r)∑
J
gJ(r)
= CI/J(r) (C4)
which are the same as those of the original set {CI}.
To satisfy the second condition, we substitute equation
C3 into the expression for Cα(r):
Cα(r) =
gα(r)
gα(r) + gβ(r)
=
∑
J
gJ(r)gr(r)(∑
J
gJ(r)
)
gr(r) + gβ(r)
(C5)
After solving for gr(r), this becomes:
gr(r) =
gα(r)∑
J
gJ(r)
(C6)
The mismatch of the functional forms on the each side
of this equation means that a solution for the gaussian
parameters of gr that holds for all r will not be possible
except in trivial or limiting cases. We instead match a
second-order Taylor expansion of the natural logarithm
of each side at a single point r0:
ln(gr(r)) = Kr − 2rTBr + rTArr
= f(r0) + (r − r0) · ∇f
∣∣
r0
+
1
2
(r − r0)T H
∣∣
r0
(r − r0) (C7)
Where f(r),∇f ∣∣
r
,H
∣∣
r
are the right-hand side of equa-
tion C6, its gradient, and its Hessian, evaluated at r.
Matching terms of the same order on each side gives us
an explicit expression for each gaussian parameter in gr:
Kr =
1
2
rT0 H
∣∣
r0
r0 −∇f
∣∣
r0
· r0 + f(r0) (C8)
Br =
H
∣∣
r0
r0 −∇f
∣∣
r0
2
(C9)
Ar = H
∣∣
r0
(C10)
In this case, where we are subdividing an atom-centered
Voronoi region into spherical shells, we choose r0 as a
point midway between neighboring atomic centers, di-
rectly on the region boundary. In our simple two-region
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example, this is:
r0 =
µα + µβ
2
(C11)
This selection is made to best preserve the counting re-
gion boundary along the bond axis.
We can generalize this to replace both atom-centered
regions Rα and Rβ with multiple subpartitions {RI,α}
and {RI,β} simultaneously. Working through exactly the
same logic with the first condition provides a similar pre-
scription for g
(α)
I and g
(β)
I :
g
(α)
I (r) = gI,α(r)g
(α)
r (r), g
(β)
I (r) = gI,β(r)g
(β)
r (r)
(C12)
We substitute this into the second condition, with:
Sα(r) =
∑
I
gI,α(r), Sβ(r) =
∑
I
gI,β(r) (C13)
which gives:
Cα(r) =
gα(r)
gα(r) + gβ(r)
=
Sα(r)g
(α)
r
Sα(r)g
(α)
r + Sβ(r)g
(β)
r
(C14)
As we can divide both numerator and denominator on the
right-hand side by g
(α)
r , the behavior of the composed
set of anchor gaussians is uniquely determined by the
quotient of gaussians,
gq(r) =
g
(β)
r
g
(α)
r (r)
(C15)
which we solve for as before:
gq(r) =
g
(β)
r
g
(α)
r
=
Sα(r)gβ(r)
Sβ(r)gα(r)
(C16)
We conclude exactly as before by matching the second-
order Taylor series of the logarithms of both sides of
equation C16 to solve for the gaussian parameters of gq.
In cases where performing the composition serially may
distort the counting region boundary, this latter scheme
more faithfully reproduces the original boundaries of Rα
and Rβ in the final composed basis.
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